HARDSEC
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"Transform and verify"
Transform and verify… with FPGAs
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   (also flow control and protocol break)
4. TRANSFORM BACK
5. SAFE OUTPUT
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Abstract
Security based on threat detection is a never-ending game of cat and mouse. By contrast, strong cybersecurity eliminates threats without relying on threat detection. Strong cybersecurity requires however that the threat elimination platform itself can be trusted: if an attacker can compromise the threat elimination platform then there can be no confidence that it continues to carry out threat elimination. Software running on a CPU that is (approximately) a Turing machine is inherently hard to secure against compromise, but hardware security suffers from problems due to inflexibility and high up-front costs. We present a practical approach (which we describe as 'hardsec') which uses Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices to deliver effective security threat elimination using non-Turing-machine implementations.

Introduction
It is well known that maliciously constructed data inputs can be used by an attacker to exploit system vulnerabilities. Security approaches to defending against malicious data inputs fall into one of two camps. In one approach, steps are taken to detect malicious data inputs so that any such data is blocked before it is used as input. An attacker is of course motivated to avoid detection, and this approach therefore ultimately becomes a never-ending game of cat and mouse.

The second approach is to assume that all potential input data is malicious, and thus take steps to sanitise the data before it is used. This approach presents an inherent paradox, because the data must necessarily be used as input to the threat elimination system that carries out the sanitisation, and so could be used to exploit a vulnerability in that threat elimination system. Once the threat elimination system itself is exploited, the attacker can then output malicious data designed to exploit the original system.

One way of addressing this paradox is to run multiple independent threat elimination systems in series: an attacker then needs to prepare and deliver multiple different malicious datasets designed to exploit each of the threat elimination systems in turn. This increases the level of effort and cost that the attacker must expend in order to achieve their ultimate goal, which is to exploit the original system. However, it also increases the level of cost to the defender, because they must procure multiple independent threat elimination systems. It is not clear which of these costs increases the most rapidly: the cost to the attacker or the cost to the defender. In addition to the defender's direct costs in procuring multiple independent threat elimination systems, there is a further cost in some circumstances in that there will be an impact on end-to-end latency which can cause undesirable impact for the end user.

The other way of addressing the paradox is to engineer threat elimination systems using techniques which make them harder to exploit than the systems they are designed to protect. This has historically been the goal of high assurance software engineering techniques. After briefly reviewing the challenges with these techniques, we present an alternative approach based on the use of...
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Computational Hierarchy:
- Turing Machines
- Simple Automata
- Combinatorial Logic
- Non-Turing Machines

Increasing Computational Power

Less Vulnerable to Exploitation

Configuration

Risky data → FPGA → Verified data
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